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Driven by the opportunity for outsized returns

and lower fees, co-investing is the “hidden

gem” of the private equity investor

community. 

Although, in theory, there are a number of

ways to access co-investment opportunities

–indirectly as an investor in a Fund of Fund

(FoF) dedicated to co-investments or by

directly co-investing alongside a private

equity (PE) fund - in reality, such investments

are in limited supply. 

FoF investors do not participate directly in

co-investments and so are in effect acting as

LPs in a typical PE fund with a particular co-

investment strategy. Investors may select

multiple FoF managers to allocate risk more

broadly but may not access the best

individual deal opportunities. 

Therefore, for those LPs looking for more

direct and active participation, direct co-

investing is the more sought-after deal type

and is typically reserved for the largest LPs in

a PE fund by commitment, other LPs that

agree co-investment rights in their side letters

or other strategic investors on the hunt for

co-investing. 
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Outperformance: Co-investing has been

shown to deliver better returns outside of

the typical 2:20 fee structure.

Lower fees: Investors are attracted to lower

fees (0.5%-1% or even waived fees if a co-

investor is also a LP in the main fund) with

returns not subject to the same expense

exposure and mechanical delays as the

main fund. 

Builds relationships: Successful co-investing

builds strong relationships for future

fundraising by the fund and gives co-

investors the ability to experience a new

asset class more directly, educating

themselves for future deals or even to build

out a direct investing platform in the future. 

Co-investments should be “win-win” as they

give the PE firm the ability to execute larger

deals whilst at the same time giving a co-

investor access to direct investing, more

particularly as below:

More direct involvement and control: Even

with interests aligned, co-investors achieve

more control over their capital than via a

fund.  Whilst co-investors are backing the

PE deal team by co-investing they will have

more direct “skin in the game” so can justify

more direct oversight over the portfolio

company, access to management, add

value through a board seat and obtain

ongoing insights on the asset. 

Positioning for the future: When it works

well, co-investing enhances the

collaboration between the PE house and the

co-investor, possibly positioning it well as a

LP for future fund allocations and deeper

co-investment rights. For co-investors,

successful execution should enhance

market profile alongside the PE house

(although sometimes confidentiality limits

this) which should increase the ability for the

co-investor to raise future client capital of its

own. 

Co-investments
should be “win-

win” as they give
the PE firm the

ability to execute
larger deals
whilst at the

same time giving
a co-investor

access to direct
investing
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Why is co-investing so popular



A PE fund’s first port of call will typically

be the existing LPs with co-investor

rights but certain funds may be permitted

to explore other outside of its existing

LPs. Co-investors may wish to take

advantage of the following “top tips”

when evaluating whether to take up a

co-investment opportunity, how to

evaluate a deal team, put in place its own

team and consideration of the approach

to diligence and the deal.

OUR TOP

TIPS

T O P  T I P  1  

TOP TIP 3

TOP TIP 2

Is it too good to be true?  Look out

for deals that may be too large for the

PE house to handle, even if they are

able to access additional capital. Co-

investors should evaluate whether the

PE house is taking on opportunities

outside of its optimal deal

characteristics – sector, country, size

– and why the PE house is looking to

syndicate/de-risk the deal through co

investing. Co-investors would be wise

to compare performance of the PE

fund in their co-investments as

against their main funds, evaluate risk

versus performance and plan

accordingly.

Avoid majority control: Co-investors

typically do not take majority

positions but allow the PE house to

bear most of risk as well as the

upside of success as their incentive

to perform. A co-investor should

consider the overall exposure to the

deal if it is already a LP in the main

fund investing in the deal. 

FOR CO-
INVESTORS

Co-investing starts with the negotiation

of your investor commitment so LPs

should make their interest in co-

investing clear from the outset. LPs can

flag their desire for more exposure to

larger deals but may limit this to a

particular sector or geography. To best

position themselves LPs should

additionally flag their ability to access

additional capital on fairly short notice

and demonstrate that they have the

internal processes and governance in

place to support a co-investment deal.

This approach should secure a strong

position for a co-investor when the PE

house has a deal with a valuation that

exceeds the available commitments in

the fund or is in itself too large for the

fund based on the aggregate value or

sector or country allocation limitations. TOP TIP 4

Be aware of the risks and plan

accordingly: By making direct co-

investments rather than through a

fund, the lack of diversification

increases the risk profi le of a

particular investment. Co-investors

must be prepared to accept that

some co-investments may fail or

underperform or even require

additional capital in the future,

whether in emergency situations or

to support the growth of their asset.  

Therefore, additional attention to

detail and effective planning,

management and execution wil l be

key. This should also be addressed

in the deal documentation. 

No fees. No win: Be careful not to

disincentivise the PE house by

pushing too hard on a no fee

commitment which may ultimately

hamper their abil ity to execute and

manage the investment or may even

de-prioritise it over others in the

portfolio. At the same time, co-

investors should watch out for

excessive fees and treatment of deal

and abort fees so as a co-investor it

does not end up paying excessively

through the fund. 

TOP TIP 5
Prioritise dil igence to reduce risk:

Co-investors should evaluate the

execution and deal management

capabil it ies of the PE team to ensure

that there are sufficient internal

resources to effectively manage the

deal risk and execute the investment

strategy through the life cycle of the

investment. More particularly, co-

investors should get comfortable

with the deal team’s capabil it ies and

approach to dil igence as it wil l be

expensive to assemble an internal

team to independently review all

aspects of the target asset.

However, co-investors should

overlay the PE dil igence and be able

to give strategic input on value add/

key risk items. 



OUR TOP

TIPS

T O P  T I P  7

TOP TIP 8

TOP TIP 9

Focus on the report and take action:

There should be specific carve-outs

in the NDA for co-investors and their

advisers to review documentation as

well as a process to feed-back

comments to the deal team. Co-

investors could instruct their advisers

to review the reports and to prepare a

red flag issues list to follow up with

the PE deal team and track issues

into the deal documentation. 

Prepare a team to focus on the

detail: Co-investors should assemble

an experienced team and advisers to

review each of the principal

underlying deal documentation being

negotiated by the PE deal team,

starting with the heads of terms. A

key aspect to consider is the

expected appropriateness of the

overall l iabil ity package such as the

extent of the warranties given by

sellers/management, any necessary

indemnities for issues identif ied in

dil igence and the coverage offered,

whether capped by value or in time.

Do your own research: Although the

PE deal team is leading, the co-

investor deal team should also get a

deep understanding of the target

market, do their own research on

the macro-economics and

opportunities/threats impacting the

target. Co-investors should not be

wholly reliant on the PE house and

do their own evaluation of pricing

and multiples in the market as well

as exit opportunities. If the deal

doesn’t make sense commercially, it

is better to opt out early than later

on. 

FOR CO-
INVESTORS

TOP TIP 10
It takes time and effort: Co-investors

should allocate time and resource to

both structuring their investment into

the co-investment vehicle and

overseeing the PE deal team

diligence and negotiation of the deal

documents. As a direct investment it

should be expected that this wil l be

more intense than a typical LP

investment into a fund.

TOP TIP 6
Seek reliance on the reports: Co-

investors may not get direct reliance

on dil igence reports but they should

ensure that at least the co-

investment vehicle gets reliance (not

just the instructing PE fund). There

may be limits to how the co-investor

may exert influence through the

vehicle if it ever wished to take

action as a result of information in a

report but at least it has an

economic interest in it.

Co-investors should not be wholly reliant on the
PE house and do their own evaluation of pricing
and multiples in the market as well as exit
opportunities.

Germán Cabrera
Partner, Corporate & Private Equity

Madrid



In part 1 of this series we considered why

co-investing is so popular, how opportunities

arise, some top tips for a prospective co-

investor in evaluating whether to pursue a

deal and how to approach risk and

resourcing when doing so.

For this part, we dive straight in, as in typical

co-investing deals there is plenty to do and

limited time to do it! 

As a result, co-investors will be well served to

consider the further top tips below, covering

points to effectively execute co-investment

deals, including structuring the co-investment

and equity arrangements and negotiation of

co-investment documentation. 
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OUR TOP

TIPS

T O P  T I P  1  

TOP TIP 3

TOP TIP 2

Follow up on your promises: Co-

investors should be ready to follow up

on the promises made in securing the

co-investment. They should be

reactive to the requests from the PE

deal time whilst at the same time be

pre-emptive of the deal process. Co-

investors should not slow down deals

in decision making and may get

ahead by setting up internal

processes, an effective deal team,

fast decision-making capability

including investment committee

approval and plans for monitoring and

performance measurement.

Consider de-risking equity

arrangements: There are different

structuring options for equity, quasi-

equity and quasi-debt in the co-

investment structure, such as

convertible and/or redeemable

preference shares, warrants or

similar. These could assist to create

a self-l iquidating structure and de-

risk the co-investment based on

certain events. 

FOR EFFECTIVE
CO-INVESTMENT
EXECUTION

TOP TIP 4

Select experienced advisers: Select

external professional advisers who

understand co-investing, risk

allocation in these types of deals

and structures as well as those who

know what issues to look out for.

Time and fees well spent up front

could save extensive re-negotiation

of points later on or possibly pull ing

out of a deal if something

fundamental is off market. In the

worst-case scenario, a poorly

executed deal wil l usually lead to a

drag on performance.

Protect against equity dilution:

Secure pre-emption rights on

transfer and issue of new shares.

Although a co-investor may not be

able to justify a block of a transfer of

equity to a third party by the PE

house it should secure pre-emption

rights and the right to tag along on a

sale if it turns down pre-emption

rights. Co-investors may wish to

negotiate for a tag of all of its shares

to “exit” its stake or at proportional

tag to dilute its holding. In addition,

it is important to protect the co-

investor with respect to any drag-

along right so that the offered

consideration is at least above a

certain formula (the higher of a

certain IRR or a certain multiple of

invested capital) or at the fair market

value.

TOP TIP 5
Secure additional minority

protections: Although key to a

successful co-investment is allowing

the PE team the freedom and

incentives to execute their strategy,

co-investors should seek to secure

key minority veto rights over their

equity and economic rights, key

decisions of the target such as

taking on new debt, actions outside

of the business plan that require new

capital such as bolt-on M&A as well

as related party transactions and

conflicts. 

TOP TIP 6
Board matters: Co-investors typically

seek board seats, at least in the co-

investment vehicle and occasionally

on the target board depending on a

number of factors, such as its

relative size of commitment and

abil ity to bring industry expertise.  If

a board seat is not on offer or

sought at the target level then at

least observer status and rights to

the board packs are recommended.

Depending on the jurisdiction of the

entity co-investors should be mindful

of “shadow director” rules. 

It is important to protect the co-investor with
respect to any drag-along right so that the offered
consideration is at least above a certain formula or
at the fair market value.

Daniele Raynaud
Head of Corporate, Milan 



TOP TIP 8

TOP TIP 9

Prepare a team to focus on the

detail: Co-investors should assemble

an experienced team and advisers to

review each of the principal

underlying deal documentation being

negotiated by the PE deal team,

starting with the heads of terms. A

key aspect to consider is the

expected appropriateness of the

overall l iabil ity package such as the

extent of the warranties given by

sellers/management, any necessary

indemnities for issues identif ied in

dil igence and the coverage offered,

whether capped by value or in time

or whether overly l imited.

Do your own research: Although the

PE deal team is leading, the co-

investor deal team should also get a

deep understanding of the target

market, do their own research on

the macro-economics and

opportunities/threats impacting the

target. Co-investors should not be

wholly reliant on the PE house and

do they own evaluation of pricing

and multiples in the market as well

as exit opportunities. If the deal

doesn’t make sense, it is better to

opt out early than later on. 

TOP TIP 10
It takes time and effort: Co-investors

should allocate time and resource to

both structuring its investment into

the co- investment vehicle and

overseeing the PE deal team

diligence and negotiation of the deal

documents at the same time. As a

direct investment it should be

expected that this wil l be more

intense than a typical LP investment

into a fund.

OUR TOP TIPS

FOR EFFECTIVE CO-INVESTMENT EXECUTION

TOP TIP 7
Additional information rights: Co-

investors should secure appropriate

information rights to meet their own

fiduciary, internal reporting and

investment monitoring requirements.

A co-investor should not assume

that they wil l get the same

information as the PE fund and it

should require the same level of

information as is given to the fund as

well as third party banks/debt

providers. It is also good to get to

know the portfolio company board

and founders in case relationships

change or there are exits in the

future.

Co-investors should secure
appropriate information rights to
meet their own fiduciary, internal
reporting and investment
monitoring requirements.

Dr. Peter Polke
Counsel, Corporate

Frankfurt



For expert legal advice on co-investing across Europe please contact

your local King & Wood Mallesons team:
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Partner
T +44 20 7550 1561
M +44 77 1744 7088
Greg.Stonefield@eu.kwm.com
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Partner
T +44 20 7550 1562
M +44 78 7640 5149
Barri.Mendelsohn@eu.kwm.com

Roberto Pomares 

Partner
T +34 91 426 00 50
Roberto.Pomares@eu.kwm.com

Ildefonso Alier

Partner
T +34 91 426 0050
Ildefonso.Alier@eu.kwm.com

Isabel Rodriguez 

Partner
+34 91 426 00 50
Isabel.Rodriguez@eu.kwm.com

Dr. Michael Roos      

Partner
T +49 69 505029 333
M +49 160 5577309
Michael.Roos@eu.kwm.com

Dr. Peter Polke

Counsel
T +49 69 505029 304
Peter.Polke@eu.kwm.com
 

Rüdiger Knopf

Partner
T +49 69 505029 302
M +49 172 676 7344
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Davide Proverbio 

Partner
T +39 02 3031751
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On the ground where you need us 

Strategically positioned in the world’s growth markets and financial capitals, the firm is

powered by more than 2700 lawyers in 29 locations spanning Asia, Australia, Europe,

the Middle East and North America.

King & Wood Mallesons practices PRC, Australian, Hong Kong, US and a significant

range of European and Middle Eastern laws as an integrated global legal brand. KWM

is providing clients with deep legal and commercial expertise, business acumen and

real cultural understanding on the ground where they need it most.

 

Disclaimer

King & Wood Mallesons refers to the network of firms which are members of the King & Wood Mallesons network. Legal services are provided

independently by each of the separate member firms. No member firm nor any of its partners or members acts as agent for any other member firm or any

of its partners or members. No individual partner or member in any member firm has authority to bind any other member firm. See kwm.com for more

information.


